Cipher Space AR
Instructions

Step 1
Select one of the red locks floating above the yellow satellite on the right to begin deciphering the code to secure the satellite. If you cannot see the red locks, try zooming out or backing up. Letters will automatically fill in from left to right. You can also tap a space in the ‘Deciphered Phrase’ row to skip to that letter.

Step 2
On the yellow cipher wheel, select the number in the “Cipher key” row that matches the letter you are trying to decipher.

Step 3
Now, look at the ‘Encrypted phrase’ row and search for the letter you’re deciphering in the yellow cipher wheel. Don’t move the wheel!

Step 4
Press the green letter aligned with the yellow ‘Encrypted phrase’ letter.

Step 5
Repeat this process to decipher all letters in each of the three encrypted words.

Example
When you click on the Cipher key of “3” on the inner yellow cipher ring, the ring will shift so that “3” and “D” line up with the outer base “A.” And now, “D” is the encrypted letter, and “A” is the deciphered letter. In this configuration, an encrypted “F” on the yellow inner ring would be deciphered to the letter “C” on the outer green ring.